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Source: Extract of Report: Action in War of Computer N-509

Ref ID: A570665

Date: 7 April 1956

Signature: [Signature]

Serial: 00215, C71

Subject: 00215, C71
M/R: Action undertaken in view of Director's desire that the matter be reviewed. The cut-off date of 22 Dec 50 was selected as this was the date of promulgation of the Department of the Army Manual on Disclosure of Classified Military Information to Foreign Governments (DA-DCMI) which assigned to G-2 the sole authority for the release of cryptographic information to foreign governments (para 7a(5)). Approved in draft by DC/3 and S/ASST (Mr. Friedman). Originally prepared on 2 Mar; returned by C/SEC on 29 Mar with suggestions for rewrite. Coordinated with C/SEC (Mr. Austin and Mr. Croakery) and PROD (Mr. Buffham). M/R prepared 31 Mar 54.
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